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Editorial

With luck, it would seem that we may be coming out of lockdown. Our
school, the pub, the church, and the golf and cricket clubs are all open for
business again. Thanks to everyone who worked to keep them going.
As Mrs Hudson, the head teacher of Limpsfield School, found, it is hard for
small children to catch up when they have missed a term’s teaching. When St
Andrew’s had to lock its doors, Paul Perkin shifted the 10 o’clock Sunday
service to Zoom (easier for latecomers), and the church’s 125th anniversary
celebrations have been transferred to July (see page opposite). Shutting the
Carpenters meant switching to take-away meals from a serving hatch at the
back door (the fish and chips on Fridays were particularly good); then with
better times the pub was able to offer a full service in the garden with a very
noticeable brown tepee. Before the last lockdown the Golf Club had
welcomed many new members by making access to the course easier.
Everything came to a halt when the course was forced to shut but now it is
back in full swing.
Many of you know what incredible success the Chart Cricket Club has had
over the last few years. The 1st and 2nd elevens have been promoted every
year in the Kent Village League and, just as crucially, the under 15’s and
under 11’s are flourishing. So on top of Covid it was a terrible shock when a
consultant inspection informed the Club that their outfield was not safe and
had to be re-laid – at a cost of £92,000 – or face closure. £92,000 is a huge
bill, but the club has set about crowd-funding in a brilliant campaign, and
every reader can help (see page 12).
The one institution we have not mentioned is The National Trust. Sadly there
is a feeling in the village that the Trust has become an absentee landlord. It
was unfortunate that Covid coincided with Mark Richards’ much deserved
promotion. Everyone in the village knew Mark and his telephone number, so
if a tree crashed in the night or a builder dumped rubbish you rang Mark.
There is promise of a part-time, three days a week warden, but the Trust has
yet to recruit one. The Task Force was stood down, although a small group
has been cutting down ash trees on the slopes of the North Downs, and the
whole group hope to be back in action in June. But is the Trust very bothered
about the Common? Perhaps the NT should remember that the village raised
£70,000 in 1973 to endow the transfer of the Common.
An Editor
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14th September 1895: The foundation stone is laid

St Andrew’s Church 125th Anniversary

Vaccination Day!

It all happened rather quickly. Pressure had been building up and it was felt
that something had to be done. Towards the end of the 19th century, if you
were living on the Chart and wanting to go to church, you had two
alternatives: a walk down to the Parish church of St. Peter’s in Limpsfield
High Street or if you were a Non-Conformist, to the Chapel in Chapel Road.
Those making for the Parish church had to be there early in order to have a
seat and that might not be comfortable as more people pressed alongside. A
new local church on the rapidly expanding Chart would be the answer and it
so happened that there were individuals who had come on the scene who
would get that done.
They were men of action and left no minutes or notes of the meetings between
themselves but it became obvious that they were up to something when they
called for a meeting with the Rector of St Peter’s, the Reverend Rhys Jones.
They had acquainted themselves with the problems and procedures
beforehand. Oh, to have been a fly on the wall at that meeting! The Rector
naturally wanted to ensure that all the questions and difficulties had been
properly looked at by these enthusiasts. One can imagine his questions:
‘What about costs?’ Answer: ‘Most of the money has been promised, for the
rest we will start an appeal to make up the difference.’ ‘Where is the church
to be built?’ ‘We have an assurance from the Lord of the Manor, Granville
Leveson Gower, that he will give the land, part of the Titsey Estate, so no
5

money involved there, and it means the minimum involvement with the local
Council’. ‘What about an architect?’ ‘We have approached an up and rising
star, Reginald Blomfield, and he is willing to design it.’ ‘How big will it
be?’ ‘That will depend on the shape of the building and further calculations on
the development of the Chart.’ ‘ What about continuing support?’ ‘There are
many people who are already involved in the regular afternoon Sunday
School and Evening Services held in the school building on Trevereux Hill
which is often filled to capacity.'
The Rector, convinced and thus co-opted, in a letter circulated to the
Limpsfield Parish in December 1894 stated: “November 1st a number of
gentlemen met at the Rectory to consider the question and after thoroughly
discussing the matter decided unanimously that it was expedient to build as
soon as possible a church capable of accommodating at least 250 persons, and
that it should be built on the Chart. The cost of the building with fittings is
estimated at about £2,500.” The letter was signed by twelve supporters, many
of whom would be well known locally and whose names must have given
confidence, for the appeal for funds was quickly subscribed. Blomfield was
duly commissioned to draw up the plans.
As soon as possible. Note the dates: on Wednesday 18th July 1895 Mr
Blomfield reported on the tenders he had received and that of Mr Durtnell of
Brasted, which amounted to £1,887, was accepted. A further sum of £313
would cover the cost of the heating apparatus. Building work went ahead and
after a slight pause the foundation stone was laid by the Ven. Charles Burney,
Archdeacon of Kingston on 14th September 1895.. On Wednesday 15th April
1896 the completed church was consecrated and opened by the Rt. Revd
Edward Talbot, Bishop of Rochester. As our present Minister, Paul Perkin,
has stated, this was an astonishing feat of a few months, most of which was
throughout winter!
Thus was built St. Andrew’s Church, Limpsfield Chart, in the County of
Surrey, in the Diocese of Rochester, ‘daughter’ church of St. Peter’s Church,
Limpsfield, which meant that until 2010 it was not a separate parish as it is
now. That took a little longer! Observers state that most of the stone came
from quarries surrounding the church, a stone much used in buildings around
the Chart, among them large houses such as Champions and Lombarden,
which were designed by Blomfield’s friend Mervyn Macartney.
The Rector might well have suggested approaching the Church
Commissioners to recommend an architect. Their choice could well have
6
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been J.L.Pearson who designed St James’s Church, not far away at the foot
of Titsey Hill, and was to go on to design Truro Cathedral. He favoured the
steeply sloping roofline of early English Gothic. In contrast, Blomfield’s St.
Andrew’s has an altogether broader roof, an exact 45 degrees, hardly Gothic
but rather expressing an Arts & Crafts structure which is further echoed in
the furnishings of the church. As built, the church had a belfry protruding
above the windows at the west end which served until 1902 when a bell
tower was added, a gift of Ernest Alexander of Trevereux Manor. The peal
of bells was cast and hung, each of the bells named for a member of the
Alexander family.
Correspondence with Durtnell’s revealed the fact that the church as built is a
reduced plan. There was to have been a further bay westward which would
be necessary to accommodate 250 people. This accounts for the fact that
once inside the church entrance there is less space on the left hand side than
one would expect.
While Blomfield was dealing with St Andrew’s Church he was also
considering designs for a somewhat larger church – Liverpool Cathedral! In
an open letter in 1901 to the The Times newspaper, he challenged
W.E.Gladstone, the Prime Minister, who wanted the competition committee
responsible to restrict designs for the Cathedral to Gothic of the thirteenth
century. Blomfield wrote that “in restricting designs to any style at all the
committee had misapprehended the work and duty of an architect.”
Construction of the Cathedral began in 1904 and was completed in 1978 to
designs by Giles Gilbert Scott. It was to be another Liverpool Cathedral, the
Roman Catholic one, which really broke away from the Gothic in the 1960s.
The next matter to arise was the question of where St Andrew’s Priest was to
live? When the Old School building in Trevereux Hill was being used for
services and Sunday School there was a Mr Higgs who lived in Windmill
Cottage who was in charge. On some Sundays the Rector walked from the
Rectory in all weathers. Following the completion of the church, the first
Priest in Charge of St Andrew’s lived at The Salt Box. After that we are told
that the priests had rooms in the Mill House. That was to change. In 1913
St Andrew’s House was built for the Priest in Charge as a memorial to
Edward Brodie Hoare M.P. by his friends and neighbours. He had been one
of the prime movers in getting the church built. The house was designed by
Arthur Keen, an architect of many houses in the locality as well as a prolific
artist recording buildings in Limpsfield and Oxted. Mr Granville Leveson
Gower provided the land upon which the house was built by a deed dated
9
14/9/1912.

Another structure to be built was in response to the need of church and
community for a place in which to hold meetings and activities of various
kinds. The man who started the project, Rev. A.R.Fletcher, had spent a lot
of time walking around talking with Chart people, and he launched an
appeal for funds for the church hall. There were objections to its proposed
position because it would spoil views of the church from the road but these
were felt to be less important than the usefulness of the hall. An interestfree loan was made available which helped immensely, and then in 1960
Mary Soames, the Churchills’ youngest daughter, was invited to cut the first
turf for the foundations. She had attended the church and Sunday School in
the 1930’s. It was Laura Ashley’s curtains which graced the new hall’s
windows. Laura and Bernard were then living in the little two-up-twodown East Cottage at the foot of Trevereux Hill. Laura was among the first
of many Sunday School staff who were able to take advantage of the space
and facilities available to them in the new hall. Some years later a highly
successful Laura passed the hall and felt that the curtains would need
renewal, so provided them free of charge, like the originals!
Over the years St Andrew’s has enjoyed a continuity with the village and
surrounding area which was very much in evidence at the celebration of its
100 years when a number of events and concerts took place. On one special
day many people came to the hall bringing items to display the life and
history of the church and community, and on that occasion Mary Soames
was invited back to open the exhibition in the hall.
Now, some twenty five years on, we have arrived at another anniversary of
this, very much the Chart people’s church. So let’s celebrate!
John Raymer
The Leveson Gower family might also have recommended the architect
J.L.Pearson, who had designed St James, built outside the gates of Titsey
Place in 1861. They also donated money to the St Andrew’s project in
addition to the gift of land on which the church was built. But one of the
movers of the project, Ernest Alexander of Trevereux Manor, stated that his
contribution was dependent on Reginald Blomfield being the architect of the
church. Blomfield later became the architect of the Menin Gate and St.
George's Memorial Church in Ypres after WW1.
Edward Brodie Hoare, MP for Hampstead 1888-1902, lived at Tenchleys
and was killed in a car accident near Sevenoaks in 1911. His son was killed
in action in 1917 and is on all the local war memorials.
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HELP SAVE LIMPSFIELD

The Chart Invincibles of 1923

Fenced Off!

Help Save Limpsfield Chart Cricket Ground!
Community Fundraising Appeal
There’s nothing more quintessentially English than the sight of cricket
being played on a village green during the summer months. Limpsfield
Chart, in particular, has been home to cricket and a hub for the
community for 120 years. Now all of this is under threat as the state of
the ground has become so uneven that it is becoming unsafe to play on.
The Limpsfield Chart Cricket Club has almost 100 families who are
members and regularly play, including around 50 children, boys and girls,
from the local area. If the pitch cannot be repaired, these children will no
longer be able to play at the club. For many of the children this is their
only opportunity to experience cricket.
England Cricketer Chris Cowdrey began his illustrious career in
Limpsfield. It’s a place he feels passionately about, he tells us:
“I grew up in Limpsfield, played my first cricket there and they are still
the happiest times of my life. It would be a tragedy if the youngsters at
Limpsfield Chart CC didn’t have the chances I did. A Club with 120 years
of history, playing our great game of cricket, helping young children to
enjoy sport, supporting those with learning difficulties and above all
bringing the community together. We must all rally together to make sure
this family Club can continue to thrive.”
Grassroots
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Club Chairman Peter O’Rourke, himself, began playing cricket on the
Chart as a young boy. He reminisces:
“As a young boy there was no junior cricket on the Chart. My
apprenticeship was pulling the numbers on the scoreboard, learning to
score and then starting to make up the numbers when there were not
enough adults. Starting out it was tough to compete against adults.
I am so proud that the club
now has a thriving junior
section with 55 local boys
and girls getting
opportunities to play cricket
from a young age, giving
them a pathway into adult
sport. Many nearby clubs are
struggling; the opportunities
f o r l o c a l c h i l d re n t o
participate in sport are
diminishing. We are bucking
that trend through the energy
and passion of our
volunteers.”
Nine year old Tom, one of 60 boys and girls playing for the LCCC
A Sticky Wicket
The state of the cricket field has been worsening for some time with the
level of bumps and undulations becoming more severe. Peter explains:
“Following guidance from the County Cricket Board the cricket field was
given a full safety assessment. The report concluded that without an
urgent overhaul, the cricket field will no longer be safe for cricket within
the next 12-18 months. The risk of player injury will simply become too
high. The real body blow, however, is the cost of putting it right; a
staggering £92,000!”
A Promising Start
Through the amazing support of its members, along with a cricket funding
channel, the club has already managed to save £20,000. Peter explains the
next step:
“We have started to crowdfund and have already reached nearly £27,000.
If we can raise at least another £3,000 from the community by 10am on 3
13

July, Surrey Cricket will give us a further £10,000 and then we believe
other cricket bodies will help us foot the bill. Sport England have already
pledged us £6,000. But Crowdfunding is all or nothing – if we don’t hit our
minimum target we don’t get a penny, so the pressure is really on.”
A Space for All
The vital repairs will not only serve the Cricket Club; the green will
become a more usable and beautiful space for the whole community.
Those who will benefit include outdoor exercise clubs. Sarah Lowe who
runs fitness classes on the cricket ground tells us:
“The amount of bumps and unevenness limits the type of activities I can
safely run in my classes. The proposed works will really benefit us too”.
Hand-In-Hand With The Community
The proposed work has the support of the National Trust and the Parish
Council has also been engaged. The Club is keen to work with the
community, in particular the houses bordering the cricket field, to avoid
disruption. There will be more detail on timing and
details of the works in future editions.
How Can you Help?
Please make a pledge by logging on to: https://
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/chartcricket or scan this
QR code.
Whether it’s £5 or £500, every single penny will
help and you may get something in return for your pledge with rewards
and discounts generously provided by local businesses.
In the words of one the campaign’s biggest supporters, renowned
composer and Limpsfield Chart resident for over 30 years, Sir Richard
Stilgoe:
“Now more than ever we all need to cherish and protect the parts of our
community that bring us together and create opportunities for local
children. I hope the Chart comes together at this moment and helps secure
the future of our cricket club for the next 120 years.”
Amanda Squires
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Learning with bounce

Our curriculum is well-balanced, free-ranging and innovative.
It embraces new learning opportunities like Robotics, Forensic
Science and Forest Skills. That’s why our children arrive at school
with a spring in their step.
Jump for joy at our next Open Morning
For dates and details, please see the school website

The alphabest of Ha-zelwood
www.hazelwoodschool.co.uk or contact Nick Tappin 01883 733841
@HazelwoodSchoolOxted l @hazelwoodschooloxted
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Cycling in our
Heavenly Countryside

Russel Hicks and the Oxted Cycling Club

Russell Hicks, third in line, with the
Oxted Cycling Club

We live on the
edge of the most
beautiful part of
Britain with
endless miles of
lovely lanes
peppered with
ancient villages,
all the way to the
coast. And the
best way to really
see it is by
bicycle.
At Oxted Cycling
Club we run
hundreds of ‘led’
rides a year, from
social rides of 20
miles
to
adventures of
over 100 miles.
We
have
members from
teens to seniors;
our oldest rider of
85 years cycles
over 50 miles a
week! One of our
members in his

sixties lost two stone in the last year of lockdown with careful dieting and
lots of cycling. A couple of our members live on Trevereux Hill and it is a
popular local challenge to cycle up that long hill! For sports minded riders
we compete in time trials, races, sportives and hill climb competitions.
Lockdowns stopped cycle racing but in previous years we were a top ten
club in the Surrey Cycle Racing League thanks to some very talented
young riders. We hope racing will start again soon. Cycling is the most
incredible all-round activity combining physical health with psychological
benefits; stress just melts away whilst cycling.
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I started Oxted CC in 2013 and was previously involved managing
another Surrey cycling club. We currently have over 130 members from
all around the area, including Caterham, Warlingham, Lingfield,
Westerham and Limpsfield Chart.
Our rides start in Oxted every Saturday and Sunday, plus we run various
rides midweek. We have strict policies about safety, nothing matters
more. Being motorists ourselves, we know some drivers get frustrated
being held up by cyclists so we ask our riders to help traffic pass easily,
but we don’t tolerate impatient drivers. What is the hurry on a weekend?
Many bikes have cameras now and we have had successful convictions
for dangerous driving. We also campaign hard to get potholes filled and
roads resurfaced.
It is never too late to take up cycling so get in touch! Our website has
everything you need to know: oxtedcc.org.
Russell Hicks, Chairman Oxted Cycling Club
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Rook

Crow
Jackdaw

Raven

Those pesky crows! ……
……. or were they rooks? But just a moment, what about jackdaws?… or
come to think of it, aren’t ravens supposed to be getting more common?
It’s just all too confusing! Just because they are all big and black (and
traditionally regarded as evil) doesn’t mean they are impossible to
distinguish. Often it is not difficult to recognise which species you are
looking at. In our area the two most familiar members of the crow family
are carrion crows and jackdaws. Jackdaws are easily recognised as they
have an obvious pale grey nape, whereas carrion crows are wholly black.
Carrion crows are also around a third larger in both length and wing-span.
To confuse matters though, they often occur in mixed flocks, but the
different sizes are very obvious. Rooks are about the same size as crows
(but quite often look a bit less stocky) and their feathers are also all black,
but they have an obvious patch of white bare skin at the base of the bill. A
flock of crows feeding on a field containing juicy invertebrates or seeds
will often contain all three species and to sort them out can require
patience, though the smaller jackdaws are generally obvious. All three
species are common and widespread in Britain, though the crows that
occur in Scotland (and mainland Europe) are partly grey as well as black,
20

so they are no trouble to identify. They are all remarkably intelligent and
quick learners, particularly crows and jackdaws. Fortunately for us they
each have rather different habits and that helps to distinguish them.
Carrion crows are perhaps the most intelligent (the most intelligent bird
species world-wide discovered by researchers have all been crows) and this
is reflected in their behaviour. They are very quick to learn, whether
discovering some new food source, or the habits of those intent on shooting
or trapping them. It is probably an exaggeration to say they have an
enquiring mind, but you get the picture. Perhaps reflecting that, they are
very cautious about coming into gardens, whereas jackdaws can be a bit
more adventurous, for they frequently build their nests in chimneys, though
many suitable chimneys on The Chart have been blocked to discourage
them. Bolder individuals will also take an interest in bird-feeders and if
the contents are obtainable by a bird hanging on to the outside of the
feeder, some jackdaws work out how to access the food. Initially they are
normally very wary, but they are quick learners and if they find they are
not molested they can become relatively bold, though only very rarely do
they actually become tame. Some researchers, though, manage to tame
them so that their behaviour can be studied in detail. A German researcher
who studied them nearly a century ago, managed to get a colony of
jackdaws that lived on and around his house so habituated to him, that,
with the help of colour ringing, he famously was able to recognise each
individual and to understand the meaning of the behavioural signals they
used. It seems probable that carrion crows and ravens are equally, if not
more, intelligent than jackdaws, but they are less easy to tame. Rooks are
also sociable creatures – we all know about rookeries, especially if we
happen to live near one – the conversational calls of rooks at a breeding
colony tend to be not just loud, but in daylight continuous! So far as I am
aware, they do not display quite the level of intelligence displayed by their
relatives. The number of rookeries has declined somewhat in recent
decades although to my knowledge the one at Titsey has been there for at
least three decades (though numbers have declined somewhat in recent
years) and the one at Crockham Hill has certainly been occupied since
before 1949.
Those then are the three familiar ‘big black birds’ we see around the Chart
and from, if not actually in, our gardens. That leaves just the very big black
21

bird – the raven. In the past, they have been so heavily persecuted because
of their propensity for eating (usually already dead) lambs and carrion
generally that in the first half of the last century they were limited in
Britain principally to the wilder tracts of Scotland, Wales and the West
Country and had been exterminated in much of England. But from around
the 1960s or 70’s their numbers began to recover and in the last ten years
or so they have slowly begun to appear around the Chart, with occasional
confirmed instances of breeding. So how do you know you are looking at
a raven and not a crow? Most obviously because, even compared with a
carrion crow, it is very much bigger. But there are two other features that
readily identify it, perhaps most obviously its very loud, low pitched,
‘cronk, cronk’ call, quite different to any call made by its congeners.
Secondly, the shape of its tail is very different to that of a carrion crow –
not just noticeably longer, but of a very distinctive wedge shape with a
pointed tip. Ravens eat a great deal of carrion (and other undesirable
detritus!) which is why they were so prevalent in London until around the
time of the Fire of London in the seventeenth century; the gradual clean-up
of London that followed eventually deprived them of their major food
sources. Those that reside in the Tower of London are of course famously
tame, though the last time I saw them (a good many years ago) all had their
wings clipped so were unable to fly off.
Briefly then, if a crow around the Chart is big and black, it is likely to be a
carrion crow or a rook. If it is a bit smaller it is probably a jackdaw (and if
it has a grey nape it definitely is). If it is very big, it is likely to be a raven
and you’ll know for sure if you hear that really deep ‘cronk cronk’ call or
see a very obvious, wedge shaped tail.
It is perhaps worth adding that there are two other members of the crow
tribe that are familiar in this part of the world: Magpie and Jay. Both
regularly frequent our gardens, but Jays are very cautious, so not seen as
often. Both are inveterate nest robbers and bolder individuals will feed
from bird-feeders, albeit a bit clumsily, though neither ranks with the
‘black crows’ in the intelligence stakes.
Peter Oliver
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Watching Nature Can Be Expensive
Do you remember when lockdown first came, traffic miraculously
disappeared and we could hear the birds singing in our gardens? Jane Dove
dutifully stocked up her bird table and counted up the number of new birds,
including ‘an exotic rare colourful creature’ (a parakeet? a red kite?). She
also noted ‘walk on parts played by greedy squirrels, a couple of mangy
foxes, and the odd deer on the scrounge for a juicy rose bush’.
What she had not counted on was a kamikaze pheasant. One morning
working in the kitchen she heard a tremendous bang upstairs. Opening a
bedroom door she found glass all over the room and an apparently dead
pheasant lying on the floor. Closer inspection showed that the bird was
knocked out rather than dead (no pheasant casserole). After some time and
encouragement, the stunned pheasant was placed on the window sill and
decided to glide gracefully down to the lawn. With what remained of its
dignity it stalked off into the bushes. The Doves, of course, were left with
the bill for a new window. Nature can be expensive.
An Editor

FLINT PHYSIOTHERAPY
Home visiting Physiotherapy
•
•
•
•
•

Treatment & management of joint pain
Falls prevention programmes
Improving mobility, balance & strength
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01883 717277

Free Estimates

Email:carol.wickham@btinternet.com
www.carolwickhamcounselling.co.uk

Tel: 01883 626802

Gu ers
Cleaned
Unblocked
Repaired
References available
Call John Mully
Te: 01883 716245
Mob: 07711747640
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Riding the
Riding
the
Heavies

Heavies

Our gardening correspondent Emily Tawse
writes about a very different staycation
We had been visiting the Lake District for years when we
discovered Cumbrian Heavy Horses and began our adventures with
them. The notion of a stables dedicated exclusively to heavy horses
was a totally new thing to me back then and I was fascinated.
Clydesdales are yesteryear's pullers of heavy loads, be it canal
boats, beer barrels, or ploughs. They are characterised by height,
18 hands not being unusual; taller than a man at saddle height. Not
broad beamed as some heavies are, however, with feathered and
large feet. Good natured, intelligent and of calm demeanour. Slow
and ponderous; absolutely not.
I remember our first visit to CHH vividly. We stood outside the
gate while the horses were prepared for us. On that occasion it was
just me, Niall and our ride leader. You are given an opportunity to
ride your horse away from the group to get to know each other a
bit, before continuing on the hack across farmland and fells, with
points of interest being explained to us. It is a great way to see the
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Office chairs for your home

Ergonomically designed with your
seating comfort and wellbeing at the
forefront, Kickster and Drumback
are manufactured by Viasit, the
award-winning German office chair
manufacturer.

For more information please
see our website
www.wfhchair.co.uk
or give our Oxted office a call
on 01883 734914.

Both models are available within our
free 5-day delivery programme from
our UK stock.

WFH Chair is a division of 4D Office Furniture Ltd (based in Oxted for over 20 Years).
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surrounding area of Whichum valley. We were soon hooked. I was
put on a Shire/Clydesdale cross called Brutus. Brutus belied his age,
apparently being 18. 18 going on 6, I thought. He was a lively, 'on
his toes’ boy, who liked to be at the front. What riders would call
'fizzy'.
When a canter was imminent, he was like a hugely
compressed spring, waiting to be released, and leaping into action,
grabbing the ground with his hooves in his eagerness, and surging
ahead of the others.
Many horses give you that initial burst of
energy, but many almost immediately slow down to a more sensible
pace. Not Brutus. He had presence. He was black with a white
blaze. I was utterly smitten. When we paused for a portrait moment
with the fells in the background, he stood square with his head
bowed. Pure majesty and belonging in his environment. We got to
know the horses and staff rather well. That was about eight years
ago and, for one reason or another, we hadn't been able to revisit
until 2020. Travelling in a camper van, we were able to camp at the
stable's attached campsite and pick up the reins once more.
In eight years obviously a few things had changed but we were
delighted to catch up with familiar faces and make new
acquaintances too. The highlight of this trip was the beach ride with
the business owner, Annie. The horses are boxed to the beach to
give us the max time on the beach. So there we are with eight heavy
horses in a beach side carpark, preparing for our outing.
The horses are a magnificent sight. It would be difficult to ignore
them, so yes, walkers, beachcombers, ice cream seekers, dogs, they
all look. It takes time to organize eight riders onto their horses and
ensure everyone is comfortable, so the crowd grows while we are
mounting. We, in turn, are aware of the attention and I don't think I
would be alone in saying, wallow in it. Yes, look at us, riding these
fabulous horses. If you are not envious, please pretend to be!
Thinking this, whilst checking the girth and ensuring pockets are
zipped up, hat done up, stirrups adjusted, Annie telling us what the
plan is, where we will enter the beach, where to be careful, how to
let the horse find his way and not hinder him. The usual forward
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THE WOODHOUSE CENTRE
Registered Charity No. 262608
www.thewoodhousecentre.org.uk
OPPOSITE TANDRIDGE LEISURE POOL
CAKES - COLLECTABLES - JEWELLERY - GIFTS – RAFFLE BOOKS - FANCY GOODS
TEA AND COFFEE
We are well known by many customers for skilled work in the caning of chairs,
upholstery and seagrassing. We also carry out a variety of repairs as well as
being very handy with a needle and thread. Our Men-in-Sheds club is ideal if
you want to make new friends whilst participating in a spot of woodwork. The
Centre is open Monday to Thursday inclusive from 9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. with
breaks for Easter, Summer and Christmas. We are delighted to have visitors and
we are always looking for new members, young and old alike. Why not come
and see what we have to offer – if transport is a problem call our Manager below
and we will try to help.

Mrs. Dee Graham (01883 715189)
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GREAT
SAVINGS
IN-STORE
TODAY

LOOKING FOR A NEW APPLIANCE

THIS AUTUMN
YOUR LOCAL ELECTRICAL EXPERT IS HERE TO HELP

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE ● SUPER SERVICE ● COMPETITIVE PRICES ● PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

FREE

OXTED ELECTRICAL
6 Station Road West , Oxted. RH8 9EP
Tel:01883 715544
Email:
sales@oxtedelectrical.co.uk

Type to enter text

LOCAL DELIVERY*

*T&C’s apply. Sold as an agent for Euronics Limited. All rights reserved. All offers are subject to availability while stocks last. Delivery & Installation charges may apply Exclusions and Radius Apply. Prices correct at time of print but can be
subject to change. See in store for full details. Images for illustration purposes only. Copyright Euronics 2017. E&OE August 2017. Saving compared to a higher price charged for 28 days in the last six months unless otherwise stated.
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WE ARE THE DRAINAGE EXPERTS
Blocked Drains - CCTV Surveys - Drain Repairs
Septic Tanks - Drain Tracing - Excavation

Call Dean on 01883 842 365.
www.draindetectives.co.uk
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planning to ensure all are engaged and happy, with the backstop
of safety also in our minds. There is no doubting the adrenalin
rush of anticipation that comes with a beach ride. An element of
this has to do with the unpredictability of horses and, in this case,
lack of knowledge of each other’s riding capability. However, you
get time to really appreciate your horse in 2 -3 hours of riding.
Experience the thrill of walking into the sea with one of these
giants. Some of them are hesitant and not so keen, but they act
like a bunch of lads – must be okay, Little Prince is doing it, I'd
better follow...oooohh NO, I don't like waves lapping my belly,
I'm going to the shallows! Most of the horses do enjoy the sea,
some of them pausing to splash a forefoot repeatedly in the wave,
some tossing their heads and snorting, bits and bridles jingling.
My horse was a lofty 18.2 hands, so I was more concerned with
the long way down (and lack of a mounting block for the
remount!).
We had several charges along the beach and if cobwebs existed,
we blew them away good and proper. It is hard to beat this as a
way of experiencing the glorious countryside of the Lake District
on a truly unique and special breed of horse.
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Emily Tawse

Priest’s Letter
Dear friends,

‘The holiest of all holidays are those
Kept by ourselves in silence and apart;
The secret anniversaries of the heart.’
H.W.Longfellow, ‘Holidays’ (1877)

We may have had to resort to a sentiment like that to survive this whole
last year! What birthdays went by uncelebrated? What anniversaries
passed unnoticed? What Christmas gatherings unmet? What holidays
cancelled? What partings without a farewell? Although we could not
celebrate with others (for all its swooping presence, Zoom hasn’t quite cut
the mustard) we have still kept hope alive in ‘anniversaries of the heart’.
However, now we appear to be cautiously on course to gather again – not
in ‘silence’, nor ‘apart’. The flowering of spring and a revival of bird song
reinforce the feeling that freedom is in sight! Midsummer Day, 21st June,
has become a milestone - many of us now starting to plan ways of
celebrating, looking forward to opportunities to meet, stay overnight, or
holiday with friends and family members we have not seen for over a
year. But there’s extra reason on the Chart to celebrate here as a
community:
125 YEARS since St Andrew’s Church was opened in 1896 – and has
remained open despite two world wars and a global pandemic, for an
eighth of a millennium! Here are a few opportunities coming up:
CRICKET MATCH, SUNDAY 27TH JUNE: The annual pub, church and
Limpsfield Cricket Club Match. Cricketers of all ages welcome. Contact:
limpsfieldchartcricketclub@gmail.com
ANNIVERSARY WEEKEND, 17TH – 18TH JULY:
•The Flower Festival. Saturday (10am – 4pm), Sunday (11.30am –
4pm), will take place in the church, opening with a wonderful array of
floral arrangements showing “All things bright and beautiful” and
competitions with prizes for the children’s miniature gardens and
vegetable monsters. All ages can enter the photographic competition with
a 6x4inch photo, taken by you, of your garden, or of one open to the
public. On Sunday, a Garden Stall of gardening books, plants etc.
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•Saturday Evening Concert
(7.30pm) with celebrated harpist,
Margaret Watson, music and readings. Tickets £10, can be reserved after
21st June. Contact Christine Perkin.
•Sunday Picnic & BBQ (12pm) Come and join us with a BYO picnic
or try some delicious barbecued sausages and burgers on the church lawn,
play some games and hear who has won a prize! It will be a weekend of
festive celebration with fun for all the families
•AUGUST TEAS (3-5pm, all 5 Sundays in August) will resume, in the
church garden, or hall if wet.
•LIMPSFIELD CHART STREET PARTY, 4TH SEPTEMBER: The
Limpsfield Chart Fair Planning Group are planning a Street Party on the
Saturday – an alternative to the annual Chart Fair but offering a similar
“Grand Day Out” and an excellent open-air way of coming together .
Planning is underway. In addition to the traditional Street Party
arrangements, (BYO tea and cakes etc) we hope to supplement these with
our usual ice cream van, plus games and competitions for children and
adults, and live music. Watch out for posters and fliers providing more
details. If you would like to volunteer to help, contact Diana Davy.
•ST ANDREW’S BELLS: Team fun, healthy exercise, free tuition,
flexible rota, no previous skill required – what’s not to like? One sign of
normality will be the sound of St Andrew’s Church Bells, if we can
successfully gather the team! Contact Paul Perkin. We would welcome
ideas on all this! If you would like to be involved in any events, have
ideas for the programme, or want to help organise and run stalls, please
do get in contact with us.
With every good wish,
Paul (01883 412454 )
Paul Perkin: paul.perkin6@gmail.com
Christine Perkin: christine.perkin2@gmail.com, or phone: 01883 412454
Diana Davy: diana.green-davy@icloud.com
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ST ANDREW’S CHURCH DIAR

REGULAR SERVICES
Every Sunday 10am – with hymns when nationally allowed
27 June
17-18 July
17 July
18 July
1,8,15,22,29 August

Church, Pub and Club annual cricket match
Flower Festival
7.30pm, Harp Concert
12.00, Picnic & BBQ
3-5pm, August Teas

WHO’S WHO AT ST ANDREW’S
Minister in Charge
Team Rector
Team Vicar
Reader
Church Wardens
Treasurer
Captain of Bells
Choir
Church Flowers
Church Garden
Electoral Roll Officer
Good Neighbours
Organisers
Health and Safety
Organists

Sacristan
Safeguarding Officers
St Andrew’s Hall
Team Communications
Administrator

Revd Paul Perkin
Revd Helen Cook
Revd Vince Short
Dr Sue Compton
Diana Davy
Mary McGregor
Melanie Calver

01883 412454
07530 609511
01959 577289
01883 730522
01883 714282
01883 723257
01883 714196

Shanie Kirkwood
Shanie Kirkwood
Bruce Buckingham
Brenda Pottle
Elizabeth Roberts
Ann Fletcher
John Davy
Melanie Calver
Jim Cessford
Mary McGregor
Brenda Pottle
Tony Wiltshire
Vacant
Clare Carr-Locke
Brenda Pottle
Martin Corrie
Caroline Campbell
comms@lttm.org.uk

01883 722107
01883 722107
01732 864276
01883 715980
01883 722369
01883 713888
01883 714282
01883 714196
01883 717100
01883 723257
01883 715980
01959 524887
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01883 723289
01883 715980
01883 714542
01883 712512

Under new management and now linked with the
Wheatsheaf at Bough Beech, the staff at the Carpenters
Arms offer you a warm welcome to our newly redecorated
pub and restaurant. We have a new menu too and a great
choice of wines, beers and lagers. As always walkers
(with or without dogs) are very welcome as well as our
loyal locals and lovely passers by
Please see our website for more info:
www.carpenterslimps eld.co.uk
We look forward to welcoming you
Nick, Jo and the lovely team

01883 722209
.
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Think Global, Act Local
It was World Environment Day on the 5th June, and the Friends of Limpsfield
Common want to maintain awareness of this very important global event. In
1972, the United Nations held its first conference on the Human
Environment. One topic of discussion were the interactions (good and bad)
of humans and the environment. A direct result of that discussion was the
establishment, in 1974 of World Environment Day, with the theme ‘Only
One Earth’. Continued every year since, on the 5th June, World Environment
Day’s main objective is to raise awareness about the impact of humans on the
environment. Focusing on the need for ‘responsible conduct by individuals,
enterprises and communities in preserving and enhancing the environment’.

We are lucky to live here in a green and pleasant part of the UK. We have
green spaces all around us, many of which are protected in law. We can walk
across fields and pasture, through extensive woodlands and enjoy parks and
gardens. Yet here in Limpsfield our biodiversity has changed. The Ordnance
Survey of 1869 showed Limpsfield Common almost treeless, with occasional
stands of Scots Pine. Our own Greensand Way, and the areas you may enjoy
on the Common, such as Little Heath and Scearn Bank are all pockets of
heathland. This heathland provides light, acidic soil that is rare in the UK and
helps provide the right conditions for scarce species.
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The Biological Survey of 2017 (paid for by the Friends of Limpsfield
Common) identified at least 1,237 species on Limpsfield Common. There
are very likely many thousands more. This survey has set out a vision to
conserve the biodiversity of Limpsfield Common and takes steps to restore
parts of the Common. Today on Limpsfield Common we can boast
mammals, birds, butterflies, moths, lizards, spiders, molluscs, beetles, fungi,
lichen, bees, bugs, as well as an amazing array of vegetation, from majestic
trees to wood sorrel, bluebells and foxgloves. We also have invasive
species, such as scrub, cherry laurel and rhododendron ponticum to contend
with, and a worrying lack of hedgehogs.
Our Survey last year was a great success. We had nearly 300 responses
telling us what our local community liked about Limpsfield Common and
what they did not like. We have now applied to the Surrey Fund in order to
address the priority issues that local people flagged – such as better way
marking, information, and the restoration of the Yalden Spring.
As World Environment Day advocates, we all have a personal responsibility
to care for the environment around us. In the past year in particular, the
Common has been enjoyed by many thousands of people, and helped us all
deal with the impact of the Covid pandemic. It has demonstrated how
important Nature is to all of us, and the simple, healing pleasures that being
outside in Nature can give to us all. However, the Common itself has also
had to cope with the unprecedented impact of negative human behaviour.
The good news is our Common has been helped by many local people,
being brilliant volunteers: ‘Guardians of our Common’, who pick up litter;
Volunteer Task Force will soon be back on Limpsfield Common and Martin
Edser, who leads the team, is discussing with the NT what tasks can be
undertaken prior to a new Area Ranger being appointed.
You can help care for Limpsfield Common by: Staying on the footpaths,
Taking all your litter home, Taking your dog poo home (plastic bags of dog
poo are the very worst type of litter, especially hanging from trees);
volunteering to help the Friends of Limpsfield Common; picking up litter
that is not yours and taking it home to be disposed of responsibly. Let us all,
in our own personal way, help make the planet a healthier and cleaner place
on our own doorstep. Think global, but ACT LOCAL !
Maggie Morgan, Friends of Limpsfield Common
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Our Philosophy: Caring, Honest, Open & Respectful
Since opening in 1986 we have been a leading provider of residential, respite and day care.
We are run by a highly professional team and supported by over 70 volunteers to provide
residents with a full and active life within a secure and homely environment.
For information, please contact:
Pam Packham, House Manager
David Gresham House
2 Oak Close, Oxted, Surrey, RH8 0BA

Tel: 01883 715948
Email: info@davidgreshamhouse.co.uk
Web: davidgreshamhouse.co.uk

Our Care Home was rated as:
GOOD - April 2020
Registered Society 23568R – An Exempt Charity

Country Hire and Go
PRIVATE HIRE | ELECTRIC BIKE HIRE & SALES
NO JOURNEY TOO SHORT OR RURAL FOR OUR LOCAL CARS
Airports | Events | School | Appointments | Shopping | Nights Out | All Day Excursions
Female Drivers Available
● Personalised Travel, pet friendly
● Luxury 4 Passenger Vehicles
● Friendly & Professional
● Great rates, cash/card payments, 24 hour, 7 days a week one rate (*subject to availability)
●

WE DELIVER & COLLECT OUR UNIQUE E-BIKE TO YOUR LOCATION
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

UK designed and built
Fat Tyres, Retro and super comfort for touring
Pedal Assist System for motorised speeds up to 15.5 mph
Up to 40 miles on one charge
Half | full day |2 or 3 day hire
Safety and security equipment, maps and route planning, charger upon request
Gift Vouchers for Experience Days
E-Bike sales

Call: 07723 054863

|

1
Email: countryhireandgo@outlook.com
www.countryhireandgo.com
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Planning - Advance Notice
BT are applying for pre-planning permission to erect a communications
pole on the corner of Kent Hatch Road and Ridlands Lane. The 18 metre
pole will be 2 metres higher than the neighbouring large copper beech tree.
Whilst everyone on the Chart would welcome improved wi-fi connection, it
will be necessary to check whether traffic vision for cars coming out of
Ridlands Lane is affected as three communication boxes at the base are also
planned.

An easy Christmas walk

NM

M &M WALKER
PAINTING & DECORATING
PROPERTY MAINTENANCE SERVICES
CEILING & ROOFING CONTRACTORS
ARTEXING & PLASTERING
PLUMBING ●

HEATING

CARPENTRY & JOINERY
Tel 01732 863155
Mobs 077 742 186 84
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079 004 207 15

The joy of discovering…
I was handed a little book some weeks ago by one of our Editors.
‘See if you can do something with this’ he said. Well, what a lovely
brief to be given. I first had to track down the author, Robin Peel.
It turned out that he grew up in Oxted but has long lived in Exeter
and is now Professor Robin Peel.
Deborah Langton.

…a tiny booklet called
Literary Oxted and Limpsfield:
The Edward Garnett Years
The writing of the little
booklet Literary Oxted and
L i m p s f i e l d : t h e E d w a rd
Garnett Years was provoked
by the astonishing discovery
that my childhood home
territory had an important
literary history I knew nothing
about. I felt I should have
known about it and wondered
why it had not been part of my
upbringing. Were my parents
responsible for my ignorance,
or did it say something about the neighbourhood that this little nucleus of
pioneering early twentieth century writers and radicals seemed to go
unremarked and uncelebrated? I still don’t know.
My parents moved from London to a small semi-detached house near
Oxted station in 1950, soon after I was born. The station featured heavily
in my early life. From the age of five I caught steam trains, first to a
Notre Dame Convent school in Lingfield, a girls’ school which took very
small boys until the age of seven, and then in the opposite direction to
successive small independent schools on the fringes of Croydon. At night
in my bedroom, I would hear the clank of goods wagons in the sidings,
and the sound of late-night trains arriving and departing. My father, who
was a lowly clerk in the Bank of England, caught the seven thirty train
from Oxted to London Bridge every morning, outfitted in bowler hat, and
dark suit and carrying brief case and furled umbrella. Yes, the stereotype
is accurate.
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On Sunday afternoons, after the morning service and Sunday School at the
Congregational Church in Blue House Lane and the ritual Sunday lunch,
my parents would insist on some healthy exercise, and our walk frequently
took us up through Limpsfield to the Common and to the Chart. As I
became older, I would play there too, hunting out friends who tried to hide
in the bracken in the woods or in the snow taking my sledge to someone
that I think we called Happy Valley. When I was about ten my parents
bought their first car, a Morris Minor 1000 and instead of catching the
train to Hever to visit my uncle, aunt and cousins we would drive there
once a month, through the Chart and then down into the Weald. My uncle
worked as a general handyman for the Astors at Hever Castle, and told me
all about the ghost of Anne Boleyn, which had been witnessed by one of
the gardeners in Anne Boleyn walk. I knew more about the history of
Hever than Oxted and Limpsfield.
As a child I regularly borrowed books from the wooden library building
next to the fire station at the bottom of Station Road East. Even more
conveniently [and remarkably] in those days books could be borrowed
from a little library in Boots the chemist on the corner of Amy Road, all
part of Jesse Boots philanthropic mission to improve the world at the same
time as making money from his pharmaceutical business. But it was only
in 1964 when I started taking A level English at Croydon Technical
College, that I discovered D. H. Lawrence, Joseph Conrad and Stephen
Crane, alongside the syllabus fare of Shakespeare, Chaucer, Milton, Emily
Bronte, Oscar Wilde, Keats and Robert Browning. I soon discovered that
Lawrence had taught in Croydon, but it was more than a decade later
before I learned about the influence on the young Lawrence of Edward
Garnett, the editor for Fisher Unwin, who to my amazement had lived in a
house called The Cearne at Limpsfield Chart. Ford Madox Ford had come
to live near him and a host of writers, including Lawrence, had visited him
for conversation, support and advice. Even more amazingly I then
discovered that the American writer Stephen Crane, most famous for The
Red Badge of Courage, his realist novel about the American Civil War he
had never fought in, had lived in the villa Ravensbrook, just up the road
from the wooden library. Joseph Conrad, for goodness sake, had visited
him there. Why was there no record of all this in the library?
With the pomposity of the offended, I resolved in 1984 to put this error
right, and assembled a modest little booklet a copy of which I was
determined to place in Oxted Library. By this time the wooden cabin-like
structure, which looked a bit the 1st Oxted Scout hut in Blue House Lane
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behind the Barn Theatre, had been replaced by a more impressive modern
brick building, but there was still no Literary Oxted and Limpsfield plaque
on any of the walls. Has there ever been a special exhibition, celebrating
the simple life community of artists and writers who lived on Limpsfield
Chart in the 1890s? If not, perhaps it is time to celebrate this fascinating
period, which saw Conrad alight at Oxted Station and walk down Station
Road East to Crane’s house, and Lawrence arrive at the same station and
walk to the Chart after a hard week of teaching sixty children in the class at
Davison Road School in Croydon.
Although it contained a couple of footnotes, my little book was not really
scholarly. I gleaned information from generally-available books such as
Lawrence’s letters, and biographies of Lawrence, Conrad, Crane and
Edward Garnett. For information about the Oxted line in the Edwardian
period, I drew on the knowledge of one of my ex-pupils at the Skinners
School in Tunbridge Wells, who was a railway obsessive. This was all
before the internet, which has made little pamphlets like mine unnecessary.
The booklet, like most internet postings, was always meant to be of general
interest. I typed it and arranged for it to be printed by the print department
of the F.E. college in Torquay where I was then teaching. I sent copies out
to anyone I felt might be interested. There were probably not more than
fifty in total. I was about to start a part-time Ph. D on writers from this
period, so it was a useful first step even if the booklet never resulted in a
more impressive publication.
Since then there have been many properly scholarly studies, such as
Rebecca Beasley’s Russomania : Russian Culture and the Creation of
British Modernism, 1881–1922 published in 2020, which discusses in
detail in sections such as ‘Limpsfield Modernisms’ how this part of the
world attracted Russian exiles and became known as Dostoevski Corner,
which involves Constance Garnett’s influential translations of Russian
novels. This was mentioned only in passing in my booklet, but is a story in
itself. It is gratifying to see, two thirds of the way through that impressive
book’s massive bibliography, the listing of my little booklet, rather like
seeing a tiny eighteenth century church nestling at the foot of encircling
tall Boston skyscrapers. That mention, and the short report in the Surrey
Mirror on the 12th October 1984, are rewards enough, though it would be
good if a copy was still held by Oxted Library. By 2008, when I contacted
Surrey Libraries online information service, the original five copies held in
Surrey had dwindled to three, and so I do not hold out much hope.
Robin Peel, Exeter, Devon
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With Day’s you’re
in safe hands
all the way.

Your local
one stop
car repairers
UNIPART
CAR CARE
CENTRE

Services & Repairs
(all makes)

Bodywork/ Car
Sales

Delivery &
Collection Locally

Tyres & Batteries
fitted free

DAYSGARAGE
Serving the community since 1957
Unit 6, Gardiner Business Park Little Browns Lane, Edenbridge
Kent TN8 6LH 01732 866544
Ivy Park, Ivy Mill Lane, Godstone Surrey RH9 8NE 01883 742822
17 Hurst Green Road, Oxted Surrey RH8 9BS 01883 730058

www.daysgarage.co.uk
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A VISIT FROM THE HIGH SHERIFF
The Woodhouse Centre in Oxted opened on 12th April after months of being
closed. The opening week was made extra special with a surprise visit from
the High Sheriff of Surrey Mr Shahid Azeem DL, who came to look round.
He spent time talking to all the members and finding out about the crafts they
were carrying out and also visited the Men in Sheds section. He spoke about
his role and how the majority of his time as High Sheriff has been in
lockdown, including his installation process which had to be carried out for
the first time in history virtually.
2021 is going to be a special year for The Woodhouse Centre as it celebrates
its 50th anniversary. Plans for the anniversary are currently being developed
but any members and supporters with any ideas or suggestions should email
thewoodhousecentre@gmail.com
The Woodhouse Centre is currently welcoming back existing members, in
line with Government guidelines, but as these relax there will be
opportunities for new members to join. It is currently open four days a week
and members come along for companionship and to take part in various craft
activities. There are about equal numbers of men and women and the age
range is 20 to 90 and it is open to retired and disabled people living in Oxted
and surrounding areas.They are also looking for more volunteers who can
lead craft and wood-working activities, designing and guiding projects for
members to work on and helping members to learn new crafts or develop
them. They would be interested to hear from anyone with an interest in
crafts and experience to share, who has a friendly and approachable manner,
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and a few hours a week to volunteer. Please contact the Centre for more
information: email: thewoodhousecentre@gmail.com or call 01883 715189.
ABOUT THE WOODHOUSE CENTRE
The Woodhouse Centre is a 'workshop' for people living in Oxted and
surrounding areas, where men and women participate in a variety of
handicraft and woodworking activities. The Centre's cheerful and busy
environment inspires creativity, enables productivity, and encourages social
companionship.
The Woodhouse Centre was founded by Mrs Betty Woodhouse in 1971.
From small beginnings in an old school, the Centre is now housed in a large
purpose-built building opposite Tandridge Leisure Pool and next to the Red
Cross. Mrs Woodhouse, who died in 1995, was awarded the M.B.E. in 1981
in recognition of her untiring work in setting up the Centre and other local
projects.
Dee Graham, Manager : thewoodhousecentre@gmail.com or call 01883
715189

Home-Sweet-Home Catsitting
www.catsittingoxted.co.uk
Reasonable Rates
1 or 2 visits per day available
References supplied
Fully insured
Cats/rabbits/guinea pigs happily cared for in their own homes
Well established locally for nearly 20 years
01883 724770 or 0777 316 5081
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H20 PLUMBING
General Plumbing Services
Alterations
Bathroom Installations
No Job too small
Free Quotes
City & Guild Trained
Call Richard
Tel: 01883 712523
Mobile 07876 450420
Richard Bowers, 46 Pollard Oaks Road,
Hurst Green, RH8 0JL
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The
The Building
Building Professional
Professional
Mark
MarkElliott
Elliott FCIOB
FCIOB

30
30 Years
Years Construction
Construction Experience
Experience
Roofing
Roofing –– Extensions
Extensions––Repair
Repair//Refurbishment
Refurbishment––Alterations
Alterations/ /Conversions
Conversions
Property
Maintenance
–
Decorating
–
Kitchens
Property Maintenance – Decorating – Kitchens––Bathrooms
Bathrooms
Call
Call Mark
Mark ffor
or aa Fast
Fast Friendly
FriendlyService
Service
TTeelleepphhoonnee: : 0011888833 334488557799 MMoobbi liel e: :00779 96 66 65 58 88 89 98 8
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Knowles Stained Glassworks Ltd
(formerly Godstone Glass)
Studio 20, Kelsey Close, Horley, Surrey, RH8 8RF
01293 278326
email: ksg.sharon@gmail.com
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Volunteering in the Chartwell Gardens
After two informal
interviews, one with
Tandridge Volunteer
Centre, and the second
with a professional
gardener at Chartwell
itself, I was on the
t e am o f Vo l u n teer
Assistant Gardeners.
The timing could not
have been better –
recruited in the month
before the 2020
lockdown, I was able
to experience one
‘normal’ shift before
life changed for all of
us!
As Chartwell is so
well-loved locally, I
thought it might be of
interest to give an
overview of the way we now work. With the advent of national
lockdown, our boss, the Gardens and Countryside Manager, put in place
a plan that meant the gardens could stay cared for and largely open
throughout 2020. ‘Just one year of not looking after a place like this
leaves you with ten years of catching up,’ he always says.
The Volunteer Gardeners work under the direction of the Staff
Gardeners and have different tasks every shift. Our shift begins
promptly at 10 am, when we file out of the yard gate, each with a
wheelbarrow containing tools and equipment for our designated tasks.
We toil away happily until 4pm with a designated 30 minute lunch break
back at the yard, our chairs well-spaced out and, carefully placed on
sticker tape to keep the distance rightly insisted on by our staff
gardeners. We have always had to be very aware of safe distancing and
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Does your local estate
agent do all of this?

We include the BEST

0.89% (+Vat)

Nothing to pay until the

professional photography

Standard fee

sale completes

Open 8am-8pm

We advertise on 35+ websites

We accompany

7 days a week

including Rightmove, Prime

EVERY viewing

Location & Zoopla

Offices in Oxted, Sevenoaks & Tunbridge Wells + our hub in Edenbridge
(We cover large areas, if you are unsure if we cover you please call us)

Do NOT instruct an estate agent until you have spoken to Platform Property!

We offer £120 to anyone recommending us a property to sell
keep this flyer and give to anyone you know looking to move – there are no limit of vouchers available!

OXTED & CATERHAM

SEVENOAKS

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

01883 460373

01732 617212

01892 300945

platformproperty.co.uk

enquiries@platformproperty.co.uk
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sanitising our colour-coded tools and equipment, and no more than four of
us may take a break at the same time.
In fact, no more than four of us are permitted to volunteer on any
particular day, and this makes nimble fingers and a fast internet
connection a ‘must’ to secure any shifts at all! Each of us tends to have a
preferred day, but any cancellation must be made by close of play on a
Thursday so that the following week’s jobs can be covered in some other
way.
The professional Gardening Team discuss the work suitable for volunteers
on a weekly basis and assign specific tasks to us. When we arrive in the
morning, we go straight to the whiteboard in the yard and laugh as we try
to decipher the abbreviations and make sure we can identify the relevant
plants or trees! ‘Deborah, VC bed, pulmonaria’ was one that left me
thinking a bit, until I checked on the garden plan and found the VC bed is
simply the name of the long border stretching down from the Visitor
Centre to the first two water features. ‘Deborah and Ian, pumpkin bed’.
This was fun! A huge area near the chicken coop, masses of juicy weeds
to extract, old potatoes to dig up, and lovely soil to prepare for the
fabulously colourful display of pumpkins we’ll have ready for you again
this year. On other days I have wrestled with eight foot high ferns
growing vigorously where they are not wanted, pulled out masses of
bindweed and wheeled it off to the correct compost heap (this matters!),
trimmed back the wisteria, dead-headed dozens of beautiful roses on the
Golden Rose Avenue, shovelled and spread mulch, harvested apples in the
private orchard with something that looks like a lacrosse stick, and picked
bright and crisp daffodils, securing each bunch with brown twine. The
sense of well-being at the end of the day’s work is tremendous and beats
ten hours at an Ikea desk hands down.
Working in the gardens during the lockdown was an experience like no
other, and in the best way possible. While there were a few weeks where
volunteers were not permitted to work at all, it was not long until those of
us who felt confident (in health terms) to do so, were allowed back in.
Arriving early in the morning in late spring, taking that long walk from
the car park to the VC (see earlier!), across the meadow and towards the
art studio felt a real honour, as I saw the place devoid of all visitors and
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much as it was when it was a private home. And all the more opportunity
to watch the famous feline, Jock VII, at play!
But when the first lockdown began to ease in early summer and we
welcomed visitors again, it was also an honour to be among the first
some folk had had a chat with for many weeks. One lady told me she had
sat at her computer for two hours to try and secure a visiting slot. Another
had been bereaved and was keen to talk. Others slowly came through the
grounds, alone or in pairs, blinking in the daylight at their first bit of
freedom in many weeks, something to be cherished. If you haven’t seen
Chartwell gardens for a while, do come and visit!
Deborah Langton
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LANGDALE
LANDSCAPES
Ltd
Specialising in
Professional Garden Design & Construction
www.langdalelandscapes.co.uk
01732 700199
Company Reg No. 4151818
V.A.T Reg. No. 724747126

PLATINUM PLUMBING
Your friendly and reliable local plumber
- From dripping taps to complete bathrooms
- Free estimates
- City & Guilds qualified
- Fully insured
- DIY jobs rescued
- No call out charge
- Clean & tidy work

Andrew Barter B.Sc.
01959 562784 07891 782727
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Swimming Pool Care Service.

Swimming pool problems?
Call Phil: 0794 731 3355

hillssparklingpools@gmail.com
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Your choice
for paint and
wallpaper
and the very best in free advice

Daisy Chain Large from the Layla Faye wallpaper collection

YOUR FIRST PURCHASE

Pick up a Brewers Card in-store
or register for one online

Over 170 stores nationwide. Visit your local branch in Redhill
O P E N TO T H E T R A D E A N D P U B L I C S I N C E 1 9 0 4
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Good Wines by the Glass
Historically, you could be forgiven for being wary of wines by the glass.
We can all recall gritty, acidic wines left out all night and being rather
worse for wear the next day. But Good News - It’s not like that at the
Carpenters Arms!
We had the idea of tasting wines by the glass a while ago but everywhere
was shut – till now. On a recent blustery morning Katharine Eldridge –
principal of the Quince House Cookery School, Neil Mackay, a Chart
News Editor and I sat down in the Carpenters to taste their wines by the
glass. We thank Nick and Jo Naismith, and Manager Eloise Wardlaw.
The Carpenters has five whites, two rosés and five reds by the glass.
Armed with technical notes, lots of glasses and spittoons – yes, we did
use them - the three of us set to tasting the wines.
Five whites …
Taking the whites first, we started with El Zafiro Extremadura, central
Spain, made from one of Spain’s many local grapes, Pardina, which even
Hugh Johnson doesn’t list. This is a good dry quaffing wine, especially in
the sun in the garden – ‘cheap and cheerful’ said Neil.
Eloise
recommends it for Spritzers.
The ubiquitous Pinot Grigio came next. I’m not a PG fan but Ca Luca
was light and pleasant, and if you like Pinot Grigio, you’ll like this. It’s
certainly very popular.
Our first Sauvignon Blanc was from Languedoc – Terre d’Or – a lighter
style with herby and lemony flavours rather than the big Kiwi flavours to
come.
On to Chilean Chardonnay Los Caminos – dry, unoaked with citrus and
a hint of peach. I liked this. Katharine said, ‘not my taste’, but her ‘very
nice’ was about to come.
Everyone’s winner was Kiwi Sauvignon Blanc Wairau River – dry,
passion fruity and with good body. Eloise told us it was her best seller –
I’m not surprised. It costs a bit more than the others, but worth it.
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Two rosés ….
This was not the day for tasting rosés. Out of the window the rain
obliterated the garden - this was nowhere near Provence! We tasted Pinot
Grigio Ramato Il Barco rosato and Château Paradis Essential rosé
from Aix en Provence, both today’s fashionable pale style. We had a
slight preference for the Provençal wine but both needed a warm sunny
day to come out of their shells.
And five reds …
On to Portugal for the first red wine, Coreto Tinto which boasted no less
than six different grape types for a vividly fruity nose – juicy raspberry
and bramble. Neil thought it rather scruffy - ‘artisanal’? – but he did like
it, and so did I.
Rioja Tempranillo Tunante de Azabeche is a young unoaked Rioja. It’s
dry with red and black fruit which opens up in the glass, very likeable
with no new oak astringency.
Merlot La Playa from Chile had plums, red fruit, body and a hint of oak
structure, a well-balanced glass of wine.
I’m not much of a fan of Malbec but there is no denying its popularity.
The Malbec Punto Alto lacked much nose but it delivered the plummy,
brambly, chocolatey and juicy taste that Malbec lovers like.
Finally, Shiraz Copperstone Creek from Aussie, a big wine with a big
blackcurrant and plummy nose, round, full and juicy. Katharine really
liked this and much to the Neil’s surprise this was his favourite, the
highest rated red for us all.
For both whites and reds, our favourites were antipodean and the most
expensive in the wines by the glass range. The good news is that all of the
wines are well-made with good typicity, from experienced wine merchants
Ellis of Richmond, and Eloise looks after them well. So head to the
Chart’s very own Carpenters Arms and enjoy their wines by the glass
range. Branch out a bit and you could be very pleasantly surprised.
Nearby …
The Royal Oak Crockham Hill has started a new life with Sue, formerly
of The Bull, front of house and Olivier producing great cooking in the
kitchen. Olivier produces seriously good food and I can vouch for their
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Isabelle Picpoul de Pinet, Finger Post Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc and
Barón de Ebro Rioja Reserva, all by the glass. I haven’t tried the other
wines yet, but it won’t be long till Olivier’s food brings me back - like lunch
next week!
And finally, there’s Westerham’s The Old Bank. This is West End cooking
at near West End prices - the bonus is that you don’t have to go to the West
End! There’s a fine range of wines by the glass to back up some serious
cooking. I can recommend the Montalcino red, but wine waiter Luciano
tells me that they are about to revise the range so you’ll just have to go and
find out for yourselves.
To conclude, we’re allowed out now, and what a relief that is. Our local
pubs and restaurants need us otherwise they won’t be there in the future.
They are better than ever before. Do your duty!
Colin Hall
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The Chart Interview

Stuart and Shanie Kirkwood

Stuart and Shanie Kirkwood live in ‘The Cearne’ on the Chart, perhaps the
best-known house in the area because of its historical literati connection. It
was built by Edward Garnett in 1896, the land bought from the Titsey
Estate, and became the meeting-place for his friends from the Bloomsbury
Group who came down here for the encouragement and guidance which
Garnett was able to give them. Stuart and Shanie bought ‘The Cearne’ in
1967, only a year or so after the Garnett family itself had relinquished
ownership, and over the past fifty-four years they have guarded and
enhanced this precious legacy. It remains a special house in a stunning
setting, providing the background for the significant contribution which
Stuart and Shanie themselves have made to life on the Chart.
Stuart made his career in estate management, but the image of the green
wellies and woodland conservation is a long way from what I found to be
his unexpected family roots. In 1946, when Stuart was nine years old, he
remembers being taken by his grandfather on a tour of the Houses of
Parliament. That grandfather, David Kirkwood, was Labour MP for
Dumbarton from 1922-51 and Stuart remembers being introduced by him
to the giants of the Labour movement of that time, Prime Minister, Clement
Attlee, and Foreign Minister, Ernie Bevin. David Kirkwood was a widely
respected MP in the mainstream of the party, but his earlier history had
been as a leading trade union and political activist on Clydeside. Leaving
school at the age of twelve to become an apprentice engineer in the John
Brown shipyard, David had been imprisoned during the war for leading a
strike against government rent policy and was battoned by riot police
during further strike action in 1919 by shipyard workers. Ten of those ‘Red
Clydesiders’ won seats in the 1922 election, and Kirkwood was to be at the
centre of Labour politics for another twenty-nine years. When he retired in
1951, he was ennobled by Winston Churchill’s newly elected government
and this gesture was underpinned by the mutual respect between the two
men, dating from the last year of the First World War when Churchill, as
Minister of Munitions, relied on Kirkwood to get the munitions flowing
from Scottish factories. Stuart has one story of Churchill finding that a
group of Tory MPs during the war had laced the orange juice of David
Kirkwood in the House of Commons bar. Kirkwood was a known
teetotaller and Churchill furiously remonstrated with the group and had
them barred from the premises.
Stuart’s upbringing was some distance from the Clydeside roots of his
grandfather. His father worked in industrial chemistry, his war years spent
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working for Lord Beaverbrook at the Ministry of Aircraft Production. The
family lived in Orpington and Stuart went first to Rugby School and then
to Cambridge to study estate management, after National Service as an
ordinary seaman on a naval minesweeper. While studying in Cambridge,
he met Shanie who was working there in a restaurant between leaving
school and starting training as a nurse. She came from Norfolk, where her
father taught classics at Gresham’s School, Holt, and she went on to nurse
at St. George’s Hospital. They married in 1965, coming to live first in
Bluehouse Lane before buying ‘The Cearne’ in 1967.
Although Stuart was working in London, firstly as a London partner on
the rural property side of Strutt and Parker and then setting up on his own
as a land agent, they both entered enthusiastically into life on the Chart.
Much of this has centred around St. Andrew’s Church where they have
both sung for long years in the choir. Stuart had three spells as church
warden and Shanie, who also has been a church warden, organised the
cleaning of the church, when this was all done by volunteers, and still
shows her creative skills as a flower arranger on feast days and festivals.
When I asked her whether she had trained professionally in this, as she is
renowned for her arrangements, she laughed and said she had learned all
she knows from Margaret Lyle and Betty Baker, who themselves
contributed so much to the church.
Stuart’s professional skills in land management have also led him to play
an important role in conserving the unique habitat of the Chart. He has
chaired the local branch of the National Trust but has found their Polesden
Lacey stewardship of the Chart less than exemplary. After the great storm
of 1987 he was himself instrumental in re-planting the woodland on the
land above their house, where the trees had been shockingly damaged.
Now he and Shanie are content in the house they have protected and
enhanced in their family life over fifty-four years, pleased also in the way
that the land around them has given so much enjoyment to walkers,
particularly in the last testing year. In just three generations the
Kirkwoods have moved from ‘Red Clydeside’ to Limpsfield Chart,
appropriately close to the Chartwell home of Winston Churchill whose
life touched that of David Kirkwood at so many moments in the twentieth
century.
David Walsh
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Fresh local produce, groceries,
newspapers and a warm
welcome!
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8.00 am to 1 pm
Wednesday 8.00 am – 4pm (Post Of ce is shut 1-2pm
Saturday – 8 am to 12.30 p
Sunday – 8 am – 12.00 pm (Post Of ce is closed

Run by the community for the community since 199
Tel: 01883 713306 www.limps eldstores.co.u

Chart News
Chart News is published four times a year, in March, June, September and
December. 600 copies are distributed free of charge to every household on the
Chart, and copies are also available in the Carpenters Arms, the Church, The
Memorial Stores and elsewhere. For this issue we are publishing an extra 100
copies to help save our cricket pitch. We are always on the look out for news
and articles. Please email them to mackay717@btinternet.com and
dwickham@indimage.com or ring 01883 723231 or 01883 652113.
Publishing Dates 2021/22
Copy Date
Publishing Date
Autumn
4th September
19th September
Winter
30th November
5th December
Spring
16th March 2022
23rd March 2022
Summer
27th May 2022
5th June 2022
Advertising costs for 4 issues:
Page £110, colour £125; Inside cover £125; Back cover £140; ½ page £60,
colour £70; ¼ page £35. Enquiries to Richard and Sarah Houghton on
01883 713690 or email: sathoughton@aol.com
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OXTED, SURREY

HOUSE AND GARDENS OPEN ON SATURDAYS AND
WEDNESDAYS, GARDENS ONLY ON SUNDAYS
Titsey Place, with its stunning garden,
lakes, woodland walks, walled kitchen
garden and park offering panoramic
views, enchants visitors. Enjoy the
fine family portraits, furniture, a
beautiful collection of porcelain and
a marvellous set of four Canaletto
pictures of Venice. After visiting the
mansion house and grounds, why
not relax in our tea room where light
refreshments are available.

Open season: 15th May to 22nd Sept 2021
House and gardens open: 1pm to 5pm every
Wed and Sat. Also end of May and Aug bank
holidays. Guided tours of the house at 1.30,
2.30 and 3.30pm (limited 20 per tour)
Tea rooms open: Wed, Sat, Sun 12.30pm
Gardens only open: Every Sun 1pm to 5pm
NGS open days: 23rd May, 20th June,
18th July, 15th August

Info Line: 07889 052461 www.titsey.org

*Please check the website for changes to opening times due to covid restrictions

